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IDEOLOGICAL NECROPHILIA
By Yovani E. Chavez R. *

While necrophilia is an abnormal paraphilia consisting of a strong sexual interest in corpses, ideological
necrophilia is an atypical fixation for dead ideas.2 It is a paraphilia based on the love for strategies,
theories, and dogmas that were successful in the past, but not today. It causes the refusal of new ideas,
evolution or change. It causes deviant theoretical justifications, inadaptation, mental stagnation, and
visionary blindness in those who suffer from it. The term ‘strategy’ takes its etymological root from the art,
science, and leadership of a military general; however, ideological necrophilia is present everywhere. 3
The first symptom of this phenomenon is Blindness by Success. After World War I, France built the
Maginot Line to defend itself against Nazi Germany. It was a massive military defensive line extending for
thirty kilometers; however, the Nazis outflanked it to make useless.4 It is a synonym for a strategy that
creates a false sense of security.5 In today’s world of business, there are many Maginot Lines. For instance,
because of decades of worldwide domination in the photography industry, Kodak was convinced that their
strategy was invincible. When in 1975 Steven Sasson, who was a Kodak employee, invented the first digital
camera, Kodak executives ignored the potential of this new technology and disregarded it6￼ Like the
Maginot Line, Kodak was blinded by decades of economic success and was unable to adapt to its
strategy. Likewise, despite inventing the mouse at Palo Alto Research Center, Xerox did not capitalize on its
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own.7 Xerox was so successful in developing printers that it did not value the potential of this invention in
business. By the same token, many people do not evolve or value change because of past victories. People
in this state do not aspire for better ideas because they feel comfortable in the status quo. They get
stagnated by past victories in the academic, political or economic world. As a result, blindness by success
kills any sense of vision because it does not allow evolution or change.
The second symptom is the need to eliminate prophets. Ideological necrophilia requires the elimination of
potential prophets of evolution or change because of their revolutionary ideas. A prophet is someone who
defends and proclaims new ideas or principles.8 However, the elimination of the prophet is the best
solution for an organization, people, or company that suffers from ideological necrophilia. For instance, in
1633 the Roman Inquisition condemned Galileo Galilei for defending his discovery of the earth’s motion
around the sun.9 Similarly, in 1985 Apple’s executive board fired Steve Jobs, who was one of Apple’s
founders, because it was not prepared for new ideas nor change.10 However, for those who suffer from
ideological necrophilia, it is suitable to affect a prophet’s professional career. For instance, in 1916, Italian
military leaders arrested, court-martialed, and sent to prison Colonel Giulio Douhet because of his
revolutionary theory about air power.11 The Italian military could not see the revolution that planes would
create in years to come.
Someone could think that Douhet’s case was something from another culture; however, the ideological
necrophilia knows no borders. Despite being a war hero and predicting the Pearl Harbor attack, General
William ‘Billy’ Mitchell was court-martialed in 1925 because of his innovative ideas about the preeminence
of air power.12 The military establishment could not see the importance of creating an independent and
technological air force that could be of strategic importance. Billy Mitchell’s ideas challenged the status quo
and former authorities affected his military career.
Ideological necrophilia can take place at state levels. For instance, in 1933, Nazi Germany burned over
20,000 books at Berlin’s Opera Square to destroy any form of intellectualism.13 Nazi Germany refused to
tolerate ideas that were contrary to its own ideology. Similarly, ideological necrophilia can include the
closing of universities and imprisonment of academics.
The third symptom is fear of change. Change, innovation or transformation always generates profound
disruption in any system. Human beings and companies have the tendency to fixate on assumptions and
well-established ideas. For instance, Blackberry fell into complacency and did not innovate because of fear
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of losing what it already had gained.14 Blackberry cellphones had made such an enormous impact on
business that its executives could not see the need to evolve. Likewise, despite leading the tech industry,
Sony could not adapt to new market tendencies and failed to innovate.15 The Walkman culture
revolutionized generations of people that Sony executives felt comfort and refused to change. The fear of
change or innovation is present even in academic environments. For instance, despite his focus on attrition
warfare, inadequate ways of conventional war, and inexistent centers of gravity, many military institutions
insist on teaching and training its officer on unpractical Clausewitz’s theory that dates from 1832.16 New
concepts of hybrid warfare, gray zone, space combat, and cyberwarfare render old theories inadequate.17
Likewise, many business schools have been revolving around dead management theories that are useless
and unpractical. Sadly, the fear of change leads to the love dead theories that are no match for new
challenges of today’s world.
The fourth symptom is rationalization, which builds an internal system of justifications for the need to love
and keep alive ideas that are past their due date. Famous cases of ideological necrophilia, like that of Karen
Greenlee, offer insight into the rationale that a person can develop to justify this condition.18 Practitioners
of ideological necrophilia similarly rationalize about the importance of keeping and refurbishing dead
ideas, theories, and dogmas. For instance, British military leaders delayed the mechanization of the army
until the 1930s because of its foolish rationale to continue using horses despite the evolution of modern
conflicts.19 Likewise, many people found reasons to oppose the creation of the U.S. Space Force in
2019.20 As a result, many people found reasons to oppose its creation and joked about this new idea.
For those who suffer from ideological necrophilia, it is always easy to find reasons to ridicule, criticize, or
reject when something is new and revolutionary. Ideological necrophilia is a devastating condition that can
affect people, organizations, companies and nations. It can manifest symptoms of blindness by success,
need to eliminate any prophet, fear of change, and rationalization in order to love, refurbish, and justify the
application of dead ideas, dogmas and theories. Leaders and organizations have fought against this threat,
but while many have succeeded, others have succumbed to the tentacles of this condition. In this
information abundant world, it is now time to remove and discard any love or desire for dead ideas,
theories, and dogmas.
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